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Abstract Sequential rules generated from sequential pat-
terns express temporal relationships amongpatterns. Sequen-
tial rule mining is an important research problem because
it has broad application such as the analyses of customer
purchases, web log, DNA sequences, and so on. However,
developing an efficient algorithm for mining sequential rules
is a difficult problem due to the large size of the sequen-
tial pattern set. The larger the sequential pattern set, the
longer the mining time. In this paper, we propose a new
algorithm called IMSR_PreTree which is an improved algo-
rithm of MSR_PreTree that mines sequential rules based on
prefix-tree. IMSR_PreTree also generates rules from frequent
sequences stored in a prefix-tree but it prunes the sub trees
which give non-significant rules very early in the process of
rule generation and avoids tree scanning as much as possi-
ble. Thus, IMSR_PreTree can significantly reduce the search
space during the mining process. Our performance study
shows that IMSR_PreTree outperforms MSR_PreTree, espe-
cially on large sequence databases.
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1 Introduction
In sequence databases, there are researches on many kinds of
rules, such as recurrent rules [13], sequential classification
rules [4], sequential rules [14,18,21,22], and so on. In this
paper, we focus on usual sequential rule mining. We try to
address the problem of effectively generating a full set of
sequential rules.
Sequential rule mining is to find the relationships between
occurrences of sequential events. A sequential rule is an
expression that has form X→Y, i.e., if X occurs in any
sequence of the database then Y also occurs in that sequence
following X with the high confidence. The mining process is
usually decomposed into two phases:
(1) Mining all frequent sequences that have supports above
the minimum support threshold (minSup)
(2) Generating the desired rules from the frequent sequences
if they also satisfy the minimum confidence threshold
(minConf).
Most of the previous researches with regard to sequential
rules require multiples of passes over the full set of fre-
quent sequences. Recently, a sequential rule mining method
based on prefix-tree [21] achieves high efficiency. Using
prefix-tree, it can immediately determine which sequences
contain a given sequence as a prefix. So the rules can be
generated directly from those frequent sequences without
browsing over the whole set of frequent sequence many
times.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 intro-
duces the basic concepts related to sequencemining and some
definitions used throughout the paper. Section 3 presents the
related work. The improved algorithm of MSR_PreTree is
presented in Sect. 4 and an example is given in Sect. 5. Exper-
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imental results are conducted in Sect. 6. We summarize our
study and discuss the future work in Sect. 7.
2 Preliminary concepts
Let I be a set of distinct items. An itemset is a subset of
items (without loss of generality, we assume that items of
an itemset are sorted in lexicographic order). A sequence
s = 〈s1s2. . .sn〉 is an ordered list of itemsets. The size of
a sequence is the number of itemsets in the sequence. The
length of a sequence is the number of items in the sequence.
A sequence with length k is called a k-sequence.
A sequence β = 〈b1b2. . .bm is called a subsequence of
another sequence α = 〈a1a2. . .an〉, denoted as β ⊆ α, if
there exist integers 1≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < im ≤ n such
that b1 ⊆ ai1, b2 ⊆ ai2, . . ., bm ⊆ aim . Given a sequence
database, the support of a sequenceα is defined as the number
of sequences in the sequence database that contains α. Given
a minSup, we say that a sequence is frequent if its support is
greater than or equal to minSup. A frequent sequence is also
called a sequential pattern.
Definition 1 (Prefix, incomplete prefix and postfix). Given
a sequence α = 〈a1a2. . .an〉 and a sequence β = 〈b1, b2,
. . .bm〉 (m < n), (where each ai , bi corresponds to an item-
set). β is called prefix of α if and only if bi = ai for all
1≤ i ≤ m. After removing the prefix β of the sequence
α, the remaining part of α is a postfix of α. Sequence β is
called an incomplete prefix of α if and only if bi = ai for
1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, bm ⊂ am and all the items in (am − bm) are
lexicographically after those in bm .
Note that from the above definition, a sequence of size k
has (k − 1) prefixes. For example, sequence 〈(A)(BC)(D)〉
have two prefixes: 〈(A)〉, 〈(A)(BC)〉. Consequently, 〈(BC)
(D)〉 is the postfix with respect to prefix 〈(A)〉 and 〈(D)〉 is the
postfix w.r.t prefix 〈(A)(BC)〉. Neither 〈(A)(B)〉 nor 〈(BC)〉 is
considered as a prefix of given sequence; however, 〈(A)(B)〉
is an incomplete prefix of given sequence.
A sequential rule is built by splitting a frequent sequence
into two parts: prefix pre and postfix post (concatenating pre
with post, denoted as pre ++ post, we have the same pattern
as before [14]). We denote a sequential rule as rule = pre →
post (sup, conf).
The support of a rule: sup = sup(pre++post).
Theconfidenceof a rule: conf= sup(pre++post)/sup(pre).
Note that pre ++ post is a frequent sequence; conse-
quently pre is also a frequent sequential pattern (by the Apri-
ori principle [2]). For each frequent sequence f of size k, we
can possibly form (k − 1) rules. For example, if we have a
frequent sequence 〈(A)(BC)(D)〉whose size is 3, thenwe can
generate two rules 〈(A)〉 → 〈(BC)(D)〉, 〈(A)(BC)〉 → 〈(D)〉.
Sequential rule mining is to find out all significant rules
that satisfyminSup andminConf from the givendatabase. The
support and confidence thresholds are usually predefined by
users.
3 Related work
3.1 Mining sequential patterns
Sequential patternmining is tofind all frequent sub sequences
as sequential patterns in a sequence database. A sequence
database is a large collection of records, where each record
is an ordered list of events. Each event can have one or many
items. For examples, the customer purchase database is a
popular database in which each event is a set of items (item-
set) and some other databases such as DNA sequences and
Web log data are typically examples of the databases inwhich
all events are single items.
The problem of mining sequential patterns was first intro-
duced by Agrawal and Srikant in [2]. They also presented
three algorithms to solve this problem. All these algo-
rithms are variations of the Apriori algorithm [1] proposed
by the same authors and used in association rule mining.
Many other approaches have been developed since then
[2,3,11,12,15,16,19]. The general idea of all methods is
outlined as follows: starting with more general (shorter)
sequences and extending them towardsmore specific (longer)
ones. However, existing methods uses specified data struc-
tures to “represent” the database and have different strategies
to traverse and enumerate the search space.
GSP [19] which is also a typical Apriori-like method
adopts a multiple pass, candidate generation, and test
approach in sequential pattern mining. But it incorporates
time constraints, sliding time windows, and taxonomies in
sequence patterns. PSP [15] which is another Apriori-based
algorithm also builds aroundGSP, but it uses a different inter-
mediary data structure which is proved more efficient than
that used in GSP.
Based on the “divide and conquer” philosophy, FreeSpan
[12] is the first algorithm which projects the data sequences
into smaller databases for reducing the I/O costs. This strat-
egy has been continually used in PrefixSpan [16]. Starting
from the frequent items of the database, PrefixSpan generates
projected databases with each frequent item. Thus, the pro-
jected databases contain only suffixes of the data-sequences
from the original database, grouped by prefixes. The pattern
is extended by adding one item in frequent itemsets which
are obtained from projected databases. The process is recur-
sively repeated until no frequent item is found in the projected
database.
All the above methods utilize the same approach in
sequence mining: the horizontal data sequence layout. And
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the corresponding algorithms make multiples of passes over
the data for finding the supports of candidate sequences.
Some methods have approached the vertical data layout to
overcome this limitation; they are SPADE [22], SPAM [3]
and PRISM [10]. Instead of browsing the entire sequence
database for each pattern, these algorithms store the infor-
mation indicating which data sequences contain that pattern
so that its support is determined quickly.Moreover, the infor-
mation of a new pattern is also constructed from old patterns’
information.
The SPADE algorithm [22] uses a vertical id-list rep-
resentation of the database where it stores a list of all
input sequence (sequence id) and event identifier (event id)
pairs containing the pattern for each level of the search
space for each pattern. On the other hand, SPADE uses a
lattice-theoretic approach to decompose the search space and
uses simple join operations to generate candidate sequences.
SPADE discovers all frequent sequences in only three data-
base scans. The SPADE algorithm outperforms GSP by a
factor of two at lower support values [22].
SPAM [3] is another method that maintains the informa-
tion of a pattern. It uses a vertical bitmap representation of
the database for both candidate representation and support
counting. SPAM outperforms SPADE by about a factor of
2.5 on small datasets and better than an order of magnitude
for reasonably large datasets.
PRISM [10] was proposed in 2010. It is one of the most
efficient methods for frequent sequence mining [10]. Sim-
ilar to SPAM, PRISM also utilizes a vertical approach for
enumeration and support counting but it is different from
the previous algorithms. This algorithm uses the prime block
encoding approach to represent candidate sequences and uses
join operations over the primeblocks to determine the support
of each candidate. Especially, all sequential patterns which
are found by this algorithm are organized and stored in a tree
structure which is the basis for our proposed algorithm—
MSR_PreTree.
Besides, there are several sequential pattern mining tech-
niques that are simply applied to web log mining such as
WAP-Mine [17] with WAP-tree; and PLWAP [7] with its
PLWAP-tree, FS-Miner [6], etc.
3.2 Generating rules from sequential patterns
In this section,we discuss existing contributions in sequential
rule mining research. Sequential rules [14,18,21,22] are “if-
then rules” with two measures which quantify the support
and the confidence of the rule for a given sequence database.
For example, if a customer buys a car, then he will also buy
a car insurance.
The study in [18] has proposed a method for generating a
complete set of sequential rules from frequent sequences and
removing redundant rules in the post-mining phase. Based
on the description in [18], Lo et al. [14] generalized the Full
algorithm for mining a full set of sequential rules and it is
completely the same algorithm as the RuleGen algorithm
proposed by Zaki [22].
Full algorithm: First, the algorithm finds all frequent
sequences (FS) whose support is no less than minSup by
using an existing method. For each frequent sequence, the
algorithm generates all sequential rules from that frequent
sequence. We now describe the process of rule generation in
more detail.
For each frequent sequence f of size k, it is possible to
generate (k − 1) rules. Each rule is expressed as pre → post,
in which pre is a prefix of sequence f and pre++post = f.
For example, from a sequence 〈(AB)(B)(C)〉, we can gen-
erate two candidate sequential rules: 〈(AB)〉 → 〈(B)(C)〉
and 〈(AB)(B)〉 → 〈(C)〉. For each frequent sequence f , Full
generates and examines every prefixes of f in turn. For each
prefix pre, it tries to form a rule pre → post where post is the
postfix of f with respect to prefix pre. After that, it passes
overFS to find that the prefix’s support and calculates the con-
fidence of that rule. If the confidence is not less than the min-
imum confidence threshold, we have a significant sequential
rule. This process is repeated until all frequent sequences are
considered. Let n be the number of sequences in FS, and k
be the size of the largest sequence in FS; the complexity of
this algorithm is O(n ∗ k ∗ n) (without including the time
of prefix generation). The major cost of Full is the database
scan. It has to scan the database many times for counting the
support of every prefixe of a frequent sequence.
In order to improve the runtime, we proposed two algo-
rithms: MSR_ImpFull and MSR_PreTree [21].
MSR_ ImpFull algorithm: It is an improved version of
Full. As mentioned above, to generate rules from a frequent
sequence, Full has to split it to get the prefix and has to
browse FS to get the prefix’s support. To overcome this,
MSR_ImpFull sortsFS in ascending order of their size before
generating rules. After sorting, we have the fact that the
sequences which contain sequence X as a prefix must be
after X because their size is larger. Therefore, for a frequent
sequence f in FS, MSR_ImpFull does not have to split it; it
browses the sequences following f to find which sequences
contain f as a prefix. After that, it generates rules from the
found sequences and f . The generated rule is f → post, where
post is the postfix of the found sequence with prefix f . The
confidence is calculated directly from the found sequence’s
support and f ’s support. MSR_ImpFull reduces k FS scans
for each sequence of size k when compared with Full. So, if
we consider only the number of FS scans without the time
of prefix checking, then the complexity of MSR_ImpFull is
O(n ∗ n).
MSR_PreTree algorithm: Although MSR_ImpFull algo-
rithm has less number of FS scans than Full, for each
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sequence f , it scans all sequences following f to identify
which sequence contains f as a prefix. In order to overcome
this, MSR_PreTree uses a prefix-tree structure presented in
Sect. 4. Every node in the prefix-tree is always the prefix of its
child nodes (only sequence-extended nodes). Consequently,
it is possible to generate rules directly without scanning all
frequent sequences for prefix checking.
Besides, Fournier-Viger et al. [8–10] have recently dis-
cussed amore general formof sequential rules such that items
in the prefix and in the postfix of each rule are unordered.
However, our study simply focuses on mining usual sequen-
tial rules.
4 An Improved algorithm of MSR_PreTree
4.1 Prefix-Tree
In our approach (MSR_PreTree, IMSR_PreTree), the set of
rules is generated from frequent sequences, which is orga-
nized and stored in a prefix-tree structure as illustrated in
Fig. 1. In this section, we briefly outline the prefix-tree.
Each node in the prefix-tree stores two pieces of informa-
tion: label and support, denoted as label: sup, in which label
is a frequent sequence and support is the support count of
that frequent sequence.
Theprefix-tree is built recursively as follows: starting from
the root of tree at level 0, the root is a virtual node labeled
with a null sequence φ and the support is 0. At level k, a node
is labeled with a k-sequence and its support count. Recur-
sively, we have nodes at the next level (k + 1) by extending
the k-sequence with a frequent item. If the support of the
new extended sequence satisfies minSup, then we store that
sequence and continue the extension recursively. There are
two ways to extend a k-sequence: sequence extension and
itemset extension [10]. In sequence extension, we add an item
to the sequence as a new itemset. Consequently, the size of
a sequence-extended sequence always increases.
Remark 1 In sequence extension, a k-sequence α is a prefix
of all sequence-extended sequences.Moreover, α is certainly
the prefix of all child nodes of the nodes which are sequence-
extended of α.
In itemset extension, the item is added to the last itemset
in the sequence so that the item is greater than all items in
the last itemset. So the size of the itemset-extended sequence
does not change.
Remark 2 In itemset extension, α is an incomplete prefix of
all itemset-extended sequences. Moreover, α is an incom-
plete prefix of all child nodes of the nodes which are itemset-
extended of α.
For example, Fig. 1 shows the prefix-tree of frequent
sequences. 〈(A)(A)〉 and 〈(A)(B)〉 are sequence-extended
sequences of 〈(A)〉, and 〈(AB)〉 is an itemset-extended
sequence of 〈(A)〉. Sequence 〈(A)〉 is a prefix of all sequences
in T1 and it is an incomplete prefix of sequences in T2.
4.2 Theorem
In MSR_PreTree, for each node r in the prefix-tree, the algo-
rithm browses all the child nodes of r and considers each can-
didate rule generated by each child nodewith respect to prefix
r.sequence, if the candidate rule’s confidence satisfies min-
Conf then that rule is outputted. Thus, the algorithmmust still
browse the child nodes which produce non-significant rules
Fig. 1 The prefix-tree
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with respect to prefix r.sequence. For example, if node r has
1,000 child nodes, then it has to browse all those nodes, cal-
culates the confidence of all those nodes, and checks the con-
fidence with minConf even if there are certainly nodes which
produce non-significant rules among those nodes. Consider-
ing the recursive characteristic in the implementation, this
cost is too high. So, it is necessary to avoid browsing the
child nodes which do not produce significant rules. Conse-
quently, the key problem is that how to know which child
nodes certainly produce non-significant rules.
To overcome this problem, we improve MSR_PreTree to
early prune the sub treeswhich produce non-significant rules.
We have the following theorem [5]:
Theorem 1 Given three nodes n1, n2 and n3 in the prefix-




< minCon f , then sup(n3)sup(n1) < minCon f.
Proof Since n1 is the parent node of n2 and n2 is the parent
node of n3, n1 sequence ⊂ n2.sequence ⊂ n3.sequence.
This implies that n1.sup ≥ n2.sup ≥ n3.sup. Thus,
n2.sup
n1.sup
≥ n3.supn1.sup . Since
n2.sup
n1.sup
< mincon f , it implies
n3.sup
n1.sup
< minCon f .
According to the above theorem, if a tree node Y is a child
node of X in the prefix-tree and sup(Y)/sup(X) < minConf,
then all the child nodes ofY cannot form ruleswithXbecause
the confidence of each generated rule from Y’s child nodes
is less than minConf. For example, consider two nodes 〈(A)〉
and 〈(A)(B)〉 in Fig. 4. Assume that minConf = 80 %, since
sup(〈(A)(B)〉)/sup(〈(A)〉) = 3/4 < minConf, the child nodes
{〈(A)(B)(B)〉, 〈(A)(B)(C)〉} of 〈(A)(B)〉 in prefix-tree cannot
generate the rules with prefix 〈(A)〉.
4.3 IMSR_PreTree algorithm
The improved algorithm of MSR_PreTree is shown in
Fig. 2. Using PRISM [10] we have a full set of frequent
sequences stored in the prefix-tree structure which gath-
ers all sequences with a common prefix into a sub-tree.
Thus, we generate rules within each common prefix sub-
tree. Starting from the first level, each sub-tree rooted
at a node r labeled with 1−sequence can be processed
independently to generate sequential rules using procedure
GENERATE_RULES_FROM_ROOT(r). This procedure is
performed using the following steps:
Step 1Generating ruleswith the prefix that is a sequence at
the root. Let pre be the sequence at root noder (line 3). From
Remarks 1 and 2, we find that sequence pre is the prefix
of all the sequences in sequence-extended sub-trees of the
root r . Hence, we generate only rules from the sequences in
these sub-trees in turn. The following are the descriptions of
rule generation fromeach sub-treewith prefix pre (lines 3–9).
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Fig. 3 Some pruning cases










































For each l.sequence at node l in the tree rooted at nseq
(that is the sub-tree as mentioned above) including the root
and sequence-extended children and itemset-extended chil-
dren, we consider the following rule: pre→post where post
is a postfix of l.sequence with respect to the prefix pre
(r.sequence). We apply the above theorem when we have
already determined the confidence of the rule generated from
node l. If the confidence satisfiesminConf, we output that rule
and repeat recursively on extended children of l. Otherwise,
we completely prune all the sub-trees of l. It means that we
do not need to generate rules from all child nodes and descen-
dents of the node l with prefix pre. After that, we continue
considering the other nodes by backtracking up the tree nseq
if it still has child nodes.
In this process (lines 5–9), we traverse the sub-tree in
a depth-first manner so that the pruning technique can be
applied. Figure 3 shows some pruning cases when generat-
ing rules with the prefix R.sequence. The sub-trees rooted at
the nodes (highlighted) which generate rules having the con-
fidence less than minConf are pruned. These sub-trees are
marked by surrounding line.
Step 2: Because all extended nodes of the current root are
the prefix of the sub trees at the next level, we call this proce-
dure recursively for every extended-nodes of the root (lines
10–13). This process is recursively repeated until reaching
the last level of the tree.
5 An example
In this section, an example is given to illustrate the proposed
algorithm for mining sequential rules. Consider the database
shown in Table 1. It consists of five data sequences and three
different items.







Using PRISM algorithm [10], all found frequent
sequences are stored in a prefix-tree. The prefix-tree built
from the database in Table 1 with minSup = 50 % is shown
in Fig. 4. After that, we generate all rules from those frequent
sequences. Assume that minConf = 80 %.
Table 2 show the result of sequential rule generation from
all frequent sequences stored in the prefix-tree. For details,
consider the root node 〈(A)〉 shown in Fig. 4; the itemset-
extended sequence of 〈(A)〉 is 〈(AB)〉 and the sequence-
extended sequences of 〈(A)〉 are 〈(A)(B)〉 and 〈(A)(C)〉.
Because 〈(A)〉 is an incomplete prefix of 〈(AB)〉 and all
child nodes of 〈(AB)〉 are in T2, we do not generate rules
from those nodes with prefix 〈(A)〉. On the contrary, since
〈(A)〉 is a prefix of all the sequences in T1, we generate
rules from the sequences in T1 with prefix 〈(A)〉. First, for
sequence 〈(A)(B)〉 we have a rule: 〈(A)〉 → 〈(B)〉. However,
its confidence is less than minConf; we, therefore, elimi-
nate it. Moreover, we completely prune all sub-trees gen-
erated from 〈(A)〉 → 〈(B)〉. It means that we stop generat-
ing rules from all child nodes {〈(A)(B)(B)〉, 〈(A)(B)(C)〉}
of 〈(A)(B)〉 (based on the above theorem). Similarly, for
sequence 〈(A)(C)〉, we have a candidate rule 〈(A)〉 → 〈(C)〉
and its confidence does not satisfy minConf. Thus, we elim-
inate it.
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Fig. 4 The prefix-tree built
from the database in Table 1
with minSup = 50 %
Table 2 The result of
sequential rule generation from
the frequent sequences stored in
prefix-tree, minConf = 80 %
Prefix Sequence Sequential rule, con f con f =
sup(X + +Y )/sup(X) ×100%
conf ≥ minConf?
〈(A)〉: 4 〈(A)(B)〉: 3 〈(A)〉 → 〈(B)〉, 75 % No
〈(A)(B)(B)〉: 3 Stop generating the rules with prefix 〈(A)〉
〈(A)(B)(C)〉: 3
〈(A)(C)〉: 3 〈(A)〉 → 〈(C)〉, 75 % No
〈(A)(B)〉:3 〈(A)(B)(B)〉: 3 〈(A)(B)〉 → 〈(B)〉, 100 % Yes
〈(A)(B)(C)〉: 3 〈(A)(B)〉 → 〈(C)〉, 100 % Yes
〈(AB)〉: 4 〈(AB)(B)〉: 3 〈(AB)〉 → 〈(B)〉, 75 % No
〈(AB)(B)(B)〉: 3 Stop generating the rules with prefix 〈(AB)〉
〈(AB)(B)(C)〉: 3
〈(AB)(C)〉: 3 〈(AB)〉 → 〈(C)〉, 75 % No
〈(AB)(B)〉: 3 〈(AB)(B)(B)〉: 3 〈(AB)(B)〉 → 〈(B)〉, 100 % Yes
〈(AB)(B)(C)〉: 3 〈(AB)(B)〉 → 〈(C)〉, 100 % Yes
〈(B)〉: 5 〈(B)(A)〉: 3 〈(B)〉 → 〈(A)〉, 60 % No
〈(B)(AB)〉: 3 Stop generating the rules with prefix 〈(B)〉
〈(B)(B)〉: 5 〈(B)〉 → 〈(B)〉, 100 % Yes
〈(B)(B)(B)〉: 4 〈(B)〉 → 〈(B)(B)〉, 80 % Yes
〈(B)(B)(BC)〉: 3 〈(B)〉 → 〈(B)(BC)〉, 60 % No
〈(B)(B)(C)〉: 4 〈(B)〉 → 〈(B)(C)〉, 80 % Yes
〈(B)(BC)〉: 3 〈(B)〉 → 〈(BC)〉, 60 % No
〈(B)(C)〉: 4 〈(B)〉 → 〈 (C)〉, 80 % Yes
〈(B)(B)〉: 5 〈(B)(B)(B)〉: 4 〈(B)(B)〉 → 〈(B)〉, 80 % Yes
〈(B)(B)(BC)〉: 3 〈(B)(B)〉 → 〈(BC)〉, 60 % No
〈(B)(B)(C)〉: 4 〈(B)(B)〉 → 〈(C)〉, 80 % Yes
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Table 3 Database characteristics (http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn)
Databases #FS #Distinct items Aver. sequence
size
Chess 3,196 75 37
Mushroom 8,124 119 23
We repeat the whole above process for all child nodes
〈(A)(B)〉, 〈(A)(C)〉 and 〈(AB)〉. Similar processing is applied
to root nodes 〈(B)〉 and 〈(C)〉.
6 Experimental results
In this section, we report our experimental results on compar-
ing the performance of IMSR_PreTree with MSR_PreTree.
Results show that IMSR_PreTree outperforms MSR_PreTree
and IMSR_PreTree is an efficient and scalable approach for
mining sequential patterns in large databases.
Our experiments are performed on a computer with Intel
Core 2 Duo CPU T8100 2x2.10GHz, and 2 GB of memory,
runningWindows XP Professional. All programs are written
in C#.
In the past [15], we have already experimented on syn-
thetic databases created from the synthetic data generator
provided by IBM and also on real the database Gazelle
in which the execution time is less than 1 second. Conse-
quently, to see the difference in time between MSR_PreTree
and IMSR_PreTree, we perform experiments on some data-
bases in which the number of frequent sequences is very
large. Relying on that, the number of generated rules is very
large too. Chess and Mushroom are the databases used in the
problem of mining association rules from frequent itemsets.
However, using these databases in the problem of mining
sequential rules from frequent sequences, we consider each
itemset in these databases is a data sequence. Consequently,
the data sequence’s itemset now has only one item. In this
manner, Chess and Mushroom are considered as the data-
bases in which a data sequence is a list of 1−itemset, for
example, DNA databases, web log, etc. Using these data-
bases, the number of generated sequential rules is up to hun-
dreds of millions of rules.
These databases are downloaded from the UCI Machine
Learning Repository [20]. Table 3 shows the characteristics
of those databases.
Figure 5 shows the performance comparison of the two
algorithms on Chess with minSup is 35 and 40 % and min-
Conf varying from 50 to 99 %. When the confidence thresh-
old is low, the gap between the numbers of candidate rules
and significant rules is small and two algorithms are close in
terms of runtime. However, when the confidence threshold
is increased, the gaps become clear because there are many
more pruned rules. Both algorithms generate the same rules,
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the highest value of confidence, IMSR_PreTree is about 3
and 4 times faster than MSR_PreTree with minSup=40 and
35 %, respectively. In addition, we see that IMSR_PreTree
outperforms MSR_PreTree by an order of magnitude in most
cases. We also test two algorithms on Mushroom and obtain
similar results (Fig. 6).
7 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have developed an efficient algorithm
named IMSR_PreTree which is an improved algorithm of
MSR_PreTree to mine sequential rules from sequence data-
bases. The aim of this improvement is to reduce the cost of
sequential rulemining process by pruning the sub treeswhich
give non-significant rules in the early stage of mining. It can
greatly reduce the search space during the mining process
and it is very effective in mining large databases.
Experimental results show that IMSR_PreTree is faster
thanMSR_PreTree. In the future, wewill apply this approach
to rule generation with many kinds of interestingness mea-
sures. Especially, wewill use the prefix-tree structure tomine
sequential patterns with constraints.
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